Dear (Contact First Name),

This Sunday is WE Connection 3:00 pm at OMNI

Jimmye Whitaker visiting February 24
Yoga and Health
This photo isn't Jimmye... she's more interesting than that. She's a gifted local yoga teacher who loves her field so much that she's sharing it with us. Come wearing comfortable clothing. She will work to our comfort level, and you'll want to participate.

Women's World

Irresistable Revolution
A story of blind feminism that can't quite recognize its own absence. But that can't stop the drive of women everywhere to stand up and take their rightful places in the world. Listen to this story from the United Arab Emirate.

http://irresistable-revolution.blogspot.com/2011/04/arab-

Past and Future Presentation

Presentation January 27
Arkansas faces the death penalty
Led by Alison Carter
It was a fascinating conversation. Clearly OMNI women are not fully in agreement about the place of the death penalty in the culture. Which is why it's important that information keeps getting out about what the drawbacks really are.

Arkansas faces a quandary about this. It has come out that the Department of Corrections has been getting the drug
cocktail for lethal injections on the black market, because legitimate drug companies refuse to sell them to take human life. That tells you something about the way the practice is understood.

---------------------
March Presentation
Goddess Festival

March 24
3:00 pm
Diana Rivers discussing

The Goddess in the 21st Century

3274 No. Lee Ave
Fayetteville, Arkansas 72703
479-935-4422
omni.center.for.pje@gmail.com

OMNI Center for Peace, Justice & Ecology actively educates, empowers and connects to build a nonviolent, sustainable and just world.